UEFA 08

During the UEFA- European Championship 2008, 17 artists took part in a project conceptualised
by Marcus Neustetter and Walter Stach at the Bassline in Newtown, Johannesburg. The artists
worked in pairs during each of the major games – “playing” against each other on the same
surface. At the start of the match, rules were negotiated between the artists to determine how
they would draw or paint in reaction to the game. What resulted from this exchange was a
ninety minute long performative artwork which reflected the specific live soccer match during
which it was made.
Made possible by:
Austrian Embassy, Pretoria
Artists:
Philemon Hlungwani / Rhett Martyn / Keabetswe Mokwena / Jabu Tshuma / Mfundu Mkhize –
Razik / Bruno Buccellato – Rasty / Daniel Stompie Selibe / Stacey Vorster / Quinten Williams /
Steven Mabuela / Sengo Shabangu / Shime / David Andrew / Brenden Gray / Kinsley Omoghite
/ Asemota / Marcus Neustetter / Walter Stach
Location:
Bassline / Newtown Cultural Precinct / Johannesburg

Artworks permanently installed outside Arts on Main, Johannesburg

PAINTING 1: 19. June 2008 Match: Portugal – Germany (2:3)
Artists: Marcus Neustetter, Walter Stach

PAINTING 2: 20. June 2008 Match: Croatia – Turkey (1:3)
Artists: Rasty, Stompie

PAINTING 3: 21. June 2008 Match: Netherlands – Russia (1:3)
Artists: Rhett Martyn, Steven Mabuela

PAINTING 4: 22. June 2008 Match: Spain – Italy (0:0, 4:2 n. E.)
Artists: David Andrew, Brenden Gray

PAINTING 5: 25. June 2008 Match: Germany – Turkey (3:2)
Artists: Steven Mabuela, Walter Stach

PAINTING 6a: 26. June 2008 Match: Russia – Spain (0:3)
Artists: Kinsley Omoghite Asemota, Marcus Neustetter, Rasty, Walter Stach, Steven Mabuela

PAINTING 6b: 26. June 2008 Match: Russia – Spain (0:3)
Artists: Kinsley Omoghite Asemota, Marcus Neustetter, Rasty, Walter Stach, Steven Mabuela

Launch of public installation of works by Austrian Ambassador outside Arts on Main,
Johannesburg

UEFA 08 Cup Final - 29 June 2008 - Spain vs. Germany
On the 29th June 2008, the UEFA cup soccer finals between Spain and Germany saw a number of
artists gather at the Bassline in Newtown, Johannesburg to play a game of their own. For the
duration of the live screened game artists competed in pairs by drawing ‘against’ each other
upon an A4 sheet of white paper. As the whistle blew in the game so the artists reacted by
beginning a new artwork. The drawings have been duplicated and bound into a book format.
The book was presented at Right on the Rim (Arts on Main) for the exhibition "Creative
Relationships" 15 October, 6:00pm.

CONFED CUP 09

Walter Stach (Vienna) / Marcus Neustetter (Johannesburg)
Exhibition and Interventions
Right on the Rim / Arts on Main
In 2008 South African artist Marcus Neustetter and Austrian artist Walter Stach started their
project collaboration in Johannesburg. Their collaborative artistic partnership was inspired by
the UEFA- European Championship, which resulted in a series of artworks produced for various
public spaces together with several other South African artists.
2009 Stach and Neustetter’s latest collaborative work will be shown at the project room Right
on the Rim in the cultural complex Arts on Main (dowtown east) with new dialogue-drawings
and interventions.
2010 will see further collaborations in the public environment for the World Cup Soccer.
Made possible by the Austrian Embassy in Pretoria, the exhibition of the 2009 drawings relate
to their experience during the Euro Cup Soccer, of 2008, where 17 artists took part in a project
conceptualised by Neustetter and Stach at the Bassline in Newtown. The artists worked in pairs
during each of the major games – “playing” against each other on the same surface. At the
start of the match, rules were negotiated between the artists to determine how they would
draw or paint in reaction to the game.
Following this model of drawing in dialogue and fuelled by the Confederations Cup 09
Neustetter and Stach have produced drawings and interventions during Walter Stach’s
residency at the project room ‘Right on the Rim’ at Arts on Main. Walter Stach’s Digital
Metamorphoses on Vermeer and additional works produced during his Johannesburg experience
are also exhibited. The presentation opens at 3 pm on Saturday, June 27. Both artists will
speak about their collaboration at 6 pm. ‘Right on the Rim’ is situated at Arts on Main (in the
‘DF Corlett Construction’ building between 264, Fox Street (entrance) and 245, Main Street).
Image credits:
Marcus Neustetter and Walter Stach in response to the Confederation Cup game at 20:30 Saturday 20 June 2009
broadcast over car-radio in the parking space of Arts on Main.
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Art and soccer play a game
Written by Lucille Davie
Thursday, 25 June 2009

Artists have taken the football championships and run with them, creating art while listening to match
commentary. And the results are on display.

S

OCCER players may be having a ball on the field, but a bunch of artists have been having a ball of a different kind off the field,
with paint, brushes and steel boards.
Seventeen artists played against each other in pairs on canvas while
watching the UEFA European Championship games in 2009. Each pair

contributed to a single artwork, with each artist taking a turn to paint when a whistle
was blown. The same exercise is to be repeated in next year's 2010 FIFA World
Cup™.

"At the start of the match, rules were negotiated between the artists to determine
how they would draw or paint in reaction to the game," says a statement. "What
resulted from this exchange was a 90-minute long performative artwork which
reflected the specific live soccer match during which it was made."
The result was seven colourful artworks of 2,5 metres by 1,2 metres which are now
displayed outside the Arts on Main complex in Berea Street in the CBD. They will
remain on display until 2010.
The idea came from a collaboration between Johannesburg artist Marcus Neustetter
and Austrian artist Walter Stach in 2008. The two banged ideas around at the
Bassline in Newtown last year.

Reflections of a football match

The artists are David Andrew, Brenden Gray, Steven Mabuela, Rhett Martyn, Sengo Shabangu, Jabu Tshuma, Quinten Williams, Rasty or
Bruno Buccellato, Philemon Hlungwani, Razik or Mfundu Mkhize, Keabetswe Mokwena, Kinsley Omoghite Asemota, Shime or Shimmy,
Daniel Stompie Selibe, and Stacy Vorster. Stach and Neustetter also created works.
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The artists also produced seven soccer artworks on canvases, which have been donated to a school in Orange Farm. "The idea to link
soccer and art by doing a lot of artistic footwork materialised into an astonishing result and managed to engage communities usually not in
dialogue with each other."
The project was sponsored by the Austrian embassy in Pretoria.
Stach has been in the country for the past two weeks, and both he and Neustetter
produced drawings based on this year's Confederations Cup during Stach's residency
at the project room, Right on the Rim, at Arts on Main in the CBD.
They laid out large sheets of paper and while listening to the soccer commentary
from the South Africa-Spain game on Saturday, 20 June, produced several artworks.
These works will be on display at Arts on Main on Saturday, 27 June, where both
artists will speak about their collaboration. The exhibition will open at 3pm, and the
artists will speak at 6pm.
They will collaborate again next year for the World Cup games.
Related stories:
Confederations Cup
Joburg 2010

The colourful artworks along the walk
outside Arts on Main in Berea Street
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